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Check out our exhibits, courses, lectures, and space… 

 We envision an optimistic future where 

humanity harmonizes with the environment and 
values Earth as matter of trust.  

Our mission is to balance abundance with 

needs. 

We identify and develop solutions for manmade 
surplus, sorting waste into useful stockpiles and for 
redistribution within communities. 

We research and highlight innovations and experts 
on renewable resources, then mobilize public support 
and promote advances with enthusiasm. 

We produce and deliver local and online eco-
educational programming in collaboration with 
partners and we celebrate green career paths. 

Mother Nature acts as a catalyst, provides for 
necessities, orchestrates enduring cycles, and 
integrates systems.  We follow her 
lead.   Intentionally, we only concentrate on what 
we DO want to see in the future for our 
environment. 

We’re here to support you 
Tell us what you would like… 

We are located at the corner of 17th and 

Hoff between Mission and Valencia 

streets.  We are just one block away from 

the 16th Street Mission BART station. 

Our Eco-Center staff will be happy to answer questions about our exhibits, programs and community partnerships.  We are open daily from noon to 5pm.   
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Expert’s Workbench 
Our Experts’ Workbench is a living exhibit for a couple 
of hours during the day.  People love to watch fine 

handiwork being done skillfully before their eyes.  We 
are always seeking peer-acknowledged, as excellent 
and charismatic, stars of low-tech and hi-tech hands-

on sectors who are willing to come in and chat to 
visitors while they work on transportable projects.    

Panel and Roundtable 
No idea is too wild; recycling hair clippings from salon 

floors for use cleaning up oil spills, solar panels along 
train tracks, balcony vegetable gardens throughout 

the sunny Mission District.  

LEAF Academy & Field Trips 
The LEAF (Leadership, Ecology, Action, and Fellowship) 
Program inspires kids to tackle environmental challenges 
head-on, engage firsthand with ecological systems and 
supports their growth as compassionate, collaborative 
student leaders.  We also offer free field trips to Bay Area 
schools, day care centers, youth-based organizations, 
and homeschoolers. We offer a curriculum with engaging, 
hands-on activities that promote environmentally 
conscientious solutions. 

Gift Shop 
We provide high quality goods made by people 

dedicated to sustainability.  We give our seal of approval 

to products based on four important eco-principles: 
Sourcing and materials, production method, supply 

chain, health and harmony.  Your purchases support our 

nonprofit Eco-Center and contribute to a healthier, more 
sustainable world.  

 

Check out our exhibits, courses, lectures, and space… 

Come in to see all of this and much more… 


